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A complex structure of HIV-1 protease with a hydroxyethylamine-containing inhibitor Boc-
Phe-Ψ[(S)-CH(OH)CH2NH]-Phe-Gln-Phe-NH2 has been determined by X-ray diffraction to 1.8
Å resolution. The inhibitor is bound in the active site of the protease dimer with its
hydroxyethylamine isostere participating in hydrogen bonds to the catalytic aspartates 25 and
25′ and glycine 27′ of the active site triads via five hydrogen bonds. The isostere amine
interactions with the catalytic aspartates result in a displacement of the isostere hydroxy group
in comparison with the common position known for analogous hydroxyethylamine containing
inhibitors. A comparison with another inhibitor of this series shows that the change of one
atom of the P2′ side chain (Glu/Gln) leads to an altered ability of creating hydrogen bonds to
the active site and within the inhibitor molecule. The diffraction data collected at a synchrotron
radiation source enabled a detailed analysis of the complex solvation and of alternative
conformations of protein side chains.

Introduction
The aspartic protease of the HIV-1 (human immuno-

deficiency virus) has become a target of AIDS (acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome) treatment, and numerous
types of its inhibitors have been suggested as drugs. It
has been proved that mutated species of the viral
protease resistant to inhibition develop in patients
treated with PR-inhibitor based drugs.1 The inhibitor
Boc-Phe-Ψ[(S)-CH(OH)CH2NH]-Phe-Gln-Phe-NH2 (de-
noted as SQ) which belongs to a novel peptidomimetic
series resistant to a specific set of drug induced muta-
tions has been subjected to an X-ray structural study
of its complexing ability (Ki ) 33 nM for HIV-1, BRU
isolate).2,3 Its structural properties have been compared
with another member of this series.4

Results
Inhibitor Binding. The inhibitor binds by 16 hy-

drogen bonds to the protease active site (two of them
mediated by the buried water molecule W301) and
makes another five hydrogen bonds to surrounding
water molecules and three to two glycerol molecules in
the vicinity of the active site (Figures 1 and 2). The
hydroxyethylamine isostere binds to the Asp 25, Asp 25′,
and Gly 27′ via five hydrogen bonds. The hydroxy

oxygen shares its hydrogen in two hydrogen bonds to
OG27′ and Oδ2,D25. The amino group of the isostere binds
to one oxygen of Asp 25 Oδ2,D25 and to both carboxy
oxygens of Asp 25′. The isostere amine is localized in
the position closest to the protease dimer axis. As the
hydrogen bonds NH-Asp25, and NH-Asp25′ dominate
in the isostere-catalytic aspartates interactions, the
hydroxy group is shifted away from its common position
known from other complexes of HIV protease with
analogous hydroxyethylamine containing inhibitors (e.g.,
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Figure 1. Position of SQ inhibitor molecule in the active site
of HIV-1 protease dimer. Protein chains are represented as
CR trace, and the inhibitor is represented as a stick model of
non-hydrogen atoms.
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Amprenavir,5 PDB code 1HPV, or Saquinavir,6 1HXB).
This shift propagates further along the inhibitor chain
to CR atoms of P1 and P1′ residues and reflects in
differences between S1 and S1′ binding pockets of
inhibitor side chains (Figure 3).

Water W301 mediates hydrogen bonds of P2 and P1′
carbonyl oxygens to the main chain NH groups of
isoleucines Ile 50 and Ile 50′ and is buried in a cavity
between the tips of protease flaps and the inhibitor.

The P2′ glutamine makes six hydrogen bonds to Gly
27, Asp 29, and Asp 30 of the polypeptide chain and
one bond to structurally important water W330 which
interconnects protein chains, inhibitor, and surrounding
solvent. The P2′ side chain hydrogen bonds to Asp 29
main chain and to Asp 30 both main chain and side

chain demonstrate a good recognition of P2′ by the S2′
binding pocket. This leads to a very well characterized
position of all P2′ side chain atoms and their significant
contribution to the binding energy of the inhibitor.

The terminal groups of the inhibitor make hydrogen
bonds to water and glycerol molecules bound to the
surface of the complex. The glycerol 705 and water
W526 bind to Boc urethane oxygen of the inhibitor.
Another glycerol molecule 702 was localized near the
NH2 terminal of the inhibitor. It makes two hydrogen
bonds to the end NH2 which also participates in a
hydrogen bond to water W352.

Numerous studies of HIV protease complexes have
shown that the discussion of hydrogen bonding network
alone is not sufficient for description of the inhibitor
affinity to protease.7-9 In an attempt to describe the
other important factors influencing the affinity, all the
inhibitor-protease contacts C-C closer than 4.1 Å and
all C-O or C-N interactions closer than 3.6 Å are
summarized in Table 1 and graphically represented in
Figure 4. The number of C-C intermolecular contacts
gives a rough estimate of the intensity of hydrophobic
interactions between the inhibitor and the enzyme in
the individual binding pockets that are schematically
drawn in Figure 3. All the C-O and C-N contacts can
be classified as hydrogen bonds but have not been
included in Figure 2.10

The S1 and S1′ sites accommodate the same groupss
benzyls of P1 and P1′sbut different amino acids of the
pockets participate in contacts. CR atoms of P1 and P1′
are not positioned symmetrically with respect to the
dimer pseudosymmetry axis. This causes a slightly
different environment for accommodation of phenyl
rings. As summarized in Table 1, the prevailing type of
interaction for P2, P1, and P1′ is either hydrophobic or
of type C-X (X ) N, O), whereas P2′ (Gln) creates the
highest number of hydrogen bonds (14, including close
C-X contacts) of all inhibitor residues and the lowest
number of C-C contacts, which is in agreement with

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the SQ inhibitor hydrogen bonds within 3.6 Å distance. Bonds of the type C-H‚‚‚O are
not shown.

Figure 3. Schematic view of the protease active site pockets
binding the inhibitor SQ. Protease residues within 4.1 Å
distance from the inhibitor are shown.
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its hydrophilic nature. The P3′ phenyl ring is partially
exposed to solvent and is involved in fewer C-C
interactions and creates numerous contacts of C-X
type.

Atomic Displacement Parameters of the Inhibi-
tor. The lowest values of atomic displacement param-
eters (temperature factors) in the inhibitor for Gln P2′
show its high stability caused by strong hydrogen bonds.
In this respect, the hydroxyethylamine isostere is less
firmly bound. The P1 phenyl ring with the highest B
values has poorly defined electron density for Cε and
Cú atoms. Its higher temperature factors can be caused
by close contacts between the phenyl hydrophobic ring
and surrounding solvent. The phenyl group of P1′
interacts with another phenyl group of P3′, and this
disables the solvent contacts to P1′. The B factor
distribution on the inhibitor shows that the residue with

the lowest displacement factors is not the hydroxyethyl-
amine isostere but the tightly binding Gln P2′.

Inhibitor-Solvent Interaction. The inhibitor has
been found to interact via hydrogen bonds with six
solvent molecules including two glycerol molecules 702
and 705 and water W301 buried in the active site
(Figure 2). The water W301 occupies its position typical
for peptidomimetic inhibitor structuressstabilized by
four hydrogen bonds to protein (Ile 50 and 50′) and to
inhibitor carbonyls OP2 and OP1′. The crystals of pro-
tease-inhibitor complex were soaked in 30% glycerol
solution before flash freezing and so glycerol localized
in electron density maps must have bound in the course
of soaking. Water W330 participates in three hydrogen
bonds to protein (Arg 8′, Asp 29, and Gly 27), one
hydrogen bond to inhibitor (OP2′), and two to water
molecules W416 and W390.

Water molecules W390, W330, and W416 form a chain
of solvent molecules that penetrates from the surface
solvent region to the active site. It fills a cavity sur-
rounded by protein chains A (main and side chain) and
B (Arg 8′ side chain) and by the inhibitor. Water W526
occupies a site corresponding to the OP2′ position on the
other side of the tunnel. All solvent molecules in the
vicinity of the inhibitor were modeled with full oc-
cupancy.

Dimer Symmetry. The asymmetric unit of the
protease crystal in space group P21212 consists of one
dimer and thus allows asymmetry within the dimer with
respect to its noncrystallographic 2-fold axis. Chemically
identical protease chains A and B have different con-
tacts to neighboring protease molecules. The plot of rms
distances of the chains A and B superimposed in Figure
5 identifies the sections of the main chain that display
the major conformational variances: 13-20, 35-55, and
63-73.

Conformational differences in â hairpins 13-20 and
63-73 are attributed to different interactions of A and
B chains with neighboring protease molecules. The
chain section 35-55 comprises residues of the tip of the
protease flaps that interact directly with bound inhibitor
(Ile 47, Gly 48, Gly 49, Ile 50, and Phe 53) as opposed
to residues 13-20 and 35-55.

Protein Conformation. The protease dimer in the
referred structure consists of two chemically identical
polypeptide chains with 99 amino acids in each chain
(sequence of the BRU isolate of the virus). Secondary
structure elements assignment by program Procheck11

is identical for A and B chains of the dimer and does

Table 1. Summarized Interaction Types between the
Inhibitors SQ and SE, Protease and Solventa

SQ Complex

number of contacts

interaction type P2 P1 P1′ P2′ P3′ total

C-C 12 21 18 4 11 66
C-X 16 21 10 26 22 95
H bond to protein +

str. important solvent
2 + 2 9 + 1 8 + 1 13 + 1 8 + 0 40 + 5

H bond to other solvent 1 0 0 0 3 4
total (H bond/other) 5/28 10/42 9/28 14/30 11/33 49/161

SE Complex

number of contacts

interaction type P2 P1 P1′ P2′ P3′ total

C-C 11 6 13 6 6 42
C-X 7 17 12 13 17 66
H bond to protein +

str. important solvent
6 + 1 8 + 0 7 + 1 14 + 0 8 + 0 43 + 2

H bond to other solvent 0 0 0 0 4 4
total (H bond/other) 7/18 8/23 8/25 14/19 12/23 49/108

a Structurally important solvent includes three waters: W301,
W526, and W330.

Figure 4. Distribution of (A) hydrogen bond and (B) C-C
contact distances for the SQ inhibitor. All contacts within 3.6
and 4.1 Å, respectively, have been included and divided to 0.2
Å categories (2.6-2.8 Å, etc.). Filled columns represent inhibi-
tor-HIV-1 protease contacts, blank columns inhibitor-solvent
contacts. The total number of contacts of a given type is shown
in parentheses.

Figure 5. Rms distances between A and B chains of the
protease dimer calculated for the best superposition of one
subunit onto the other. The main chain rms distances close to
the value of one point to the sections of the chain with major
variance.
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not show significant differences when compared to other
3D structures of HIV protease complexes.12

The protein conformation is partially stabilized by
water molecules interconnecting protein chains. In total,
52 water molecules mediate interactions between pro-
tein main chains (interactions up to the neighbor
residue of the same chain excluded). Another 46 water
molecules mediate main chain-side chain interactions,
and 23 water molecules mediate side chain-side chain
interactions.

Flexibility of Side Chains. Nineteen amino acid
residues have been found in alternative conformations:
Thr 4, Glu 34, Ser 37 and 37′, Lys 45 and 45′, Ile 50
and 50′, Gly 51 and 51′, Ile 64, Cys 67 and 67′, Ile 72,
Val 82, Leu 97, Glu 35′, Met 46′, Cys 95′.

Residues interacting with neighboring molecules in-
clude Thr 4, Glu 34, Ser 37, Lys 45 and 45′, Ile 72, Val
82, Glu 35′, and Met 46′. Alternative conformations have
been observed also for residues mediating protein core
interactions: Ile 64, Leu 97, and Cys 95′.

Cysteines 67 and 67′ are probably oxidized. Oxidation
of cysteines of HIV-1 protease has been observed in a
number of other structures. In this case, cysteines are
found oxidized either as a result of chemical oxidation
during protein purification or as a result of radiation
damage. At least seven deposited HIV protease struc-
tures show unknown mutations at cysteine sites: PDB
codes 1DMP and 1QBS mutation C97X, pdb codes 1CPI,
3HVP, 4HVP, 7HVP, and 8HVP mutations C67X and
C95X. In this case, the end groups of the side chains
cannot be easily resolved in the electron density maps.
The alternative conformations correspond to two
states: intact and oxidized. In both chains, similar
geometry has been modeled as regular cysteine residues
in two conformations with alternative sets of solvent
molecules.

The hydrogen bond between peptide bonds 50-51 of
A and B chains closes the active site by the protease
flaps. As this bond is mediated by the carbonyl oxygen
of one and the NH group of the other chain, the
symmetry of the orientation of these peptide bonds with
respect to the dimer pseudosymmetry axis is excluded.
Two possible orientations have been found in this
structure, which differ in the flipped peptide between
residues 50-51. These alternative conformations of the
main chain have been proved by the presence of a
network of alternative hydrogen bonds to the surround-

ing solvent. The side chains of the isoleucines were not
modeled alternatively.

Complex Hydration. A total of 301 water molecules
has been localized mainly either in the surface clefts of
the inhibitor-protease complex or close to the inter-
molecular contacts of symmetry-related protein dimers.

Continuous clusters of water molecules intercon-
nected by hydrogen bonds have been analyzed. The 301
water molecules can be divided into 30 clusters and
another 55 individual water molecules. The two largest
clusters (groups of 51 and 44 water molecules intercon-
nected via hydrogen bonds) lie close to the contacts
between protease molecules in the crystal.

Discussion
SE-SQ Comparison. Least-squares fit of protease

CR atoms SE (PDB ID 1FQX)13 to SQ gives a rms fit of
199 atoms of 0.56 Å. Positions of SE and SQ inhibitors
bound in the active site are compared in Figure 6. The
hydroxyethylamine isostere of both inhibitors binds
almost identically with respect to the protease main
chain. In contrary, all inhibitor side chains differ in their
positions. Inhibitor side chains display differences in
positions that cause variances in inhibitor-protease
contacts as shown in Table 2.

The P2 Boc of SE together with the P1 residue are
shifted closer to the S2 binding site, and so the P2 of SE
loses C-X close contacts (number of contacts in SQ
structure/number of contacts in SE structure: 16/7) and
gains four potential hydrogen bonds to the protease (2/
6).

The P1 phenyl rings are found in similar positions
with small shifts away from the protease surface of the

Figure 6. Stereoview of the protease active site; comparison of SE (green) and SQ (orange) inhibitors binding to the active site
of HIV-1 protease. Protein chains for SE complex colored in green-blue, for SQ in red. Created with programs Molscript23 and
Raster3D.24

Table 2. Comparison of Side Chain Binding Sites for SE and
SQ Complexesa

S2 S1 S1′ S2′ S3′

SE SQ SE SQ SE SQ SE SQ SE SQ

I50 I50 P81 P81 G27 G27 A28 A28 D29 D29
- A28′ - V82 - G49 D29 D29 G48 G48
D29′ D29′ - I84 I50 I50 D30 D30 - G49
D30′ D30′ G27′ G27′ L23′ L23′ I47 I47 F53 F53
V32′ V32′ G48′ G48′ D25′ D25′ - G48 - R8′
I47′ I47′ G49′ G49′ P81′ P81′ P81′
G48′ G48′ - I50′ V82′ V82′
- I84′ - - I84′ I84′

a All contacts of inhibitor side chains to protease within 4.1 Å
are accounted for.
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channel in the case of the SE complex. This shift leads
to a significantly lower number of protease-inhibitor
contacts P1-S1, mainly of C-C type (21/6).

The P1′ position and conformation is the most con-
served one in the compared structures.

SE and SQ inhibitors differ only in a single non-
hydrogen atom (Glu-Gln) of the P2′ residue. The
structural comparison of the two complexes shows that
Glu and Gln bind in a similar conformation conserving
two hydrogen bonds Nε,P2′-Oδ2,Asp30 (SQ, 2.6 Å), Oε1,P2′-
Oδ2,Asp30 (SE, 3.0 Å) and Oε,P2′-NAsp30 (SQ, 2.7 Å), Oε2,P2′-
NAsp30 (SE, 3.0 Å). The bond Oε,P2′-NAsp29 in the SQ
complex (3.1 Å) does not occur in the case of the SE
inhibitor.

The dihedral angles of the P2′ side chains have been
compared: ø1 ) -178° (SE), 176° (SQ), ø2 ) -75° (SE),
-79° (SQ), and ø3 ) 126° (SE), 157° (SQ). The values of
P2′ dihedral angles display a significant difference only
for ø3 (Câ Cγ Cδ Cε1 (Nε)). The carboxy group of SE P2′ is
rotated by 31° with respect to the SQ amide. This
rotation causes the loss of one of the hydrogen bonds to
the protease main chain. On the other hand, this
conformation of the Glu side chain makes possible an
internal hydrogen bond, between the Oε1,P2′ and OP3′
(distance in the SE complex of 2.5 Å). The corresponding
distance Nε,P2′-OP3′ in the SQ complex was found
significantly longer, 3.4 Å.

Planes of the P3′ phenyl rings in SE and SQ structures
are found in perpendicular orientations, and this results
in significantly different protease-inhibitor contacts of
these groups. This rotation results in a loss of both C-X
and C-C contacts of the phenylalanine side chain in
the SE complex when compared to SQ. The remarkable
differences in P3′ torsion angles between SE and SQ
complexes could be also attributed to the ability of the
inhibitor to prefer distinct hydrogen bonding schemes
of the P2′ side chain and the terminal amide group based
on the nature of the P2′ side chain (polar-charged).
Stronger bonds of Gln to the S2′ binding pocket result
in a shift of the P3′ phenylalanine toward the surface of
the enzyme, and the benzyl ring in the case of SQ
complex has to adjust its orientation to avoid incon-
venient close contacts to the protease surface.

The overall differences have been observed mainly in
hydrophobic C-C contacts (66/42) and in C-X interac-
tions (95/66). The P1 residue shows the largest variance
in its contacts and P1′ the smallest one. The total
number of all types of hydrogen bonds has been con-
served.

The carboxy groups of Asp 25 and Asp 25′ are rotated
with respect to the SE complex by approximately 40°
and 60° so that the Oε2,Asp25 creates closer hydrogen bond
contact to the isostere hydroxy group (2.7 Å) than in
the case of the SE complex (3.3 Å).

The compared structures in two different space groups
show a higher degree of 2-fold dimer symmetry in P61
than in P21212. However, the dimer interface is formed
by identical networks of hydrogen bonds. Only small
conformational changes of residues participating in
dimer formation have been observed resulting in dif-
ferent interface surface areas. The dimer interface area
(based on solvent accessible surface calculations) is 1853
Å2 for the SE complex and 1833 Å2 for SQ.

Biomedical Implications of Inhibitor Binding,
Comparison within the Series. Two inhibitors with
200-fold difference in Ki values (Ki,SE ) 0.15 nM, Ki,SQ
) 33 nM) bind to the active site of HIV-1 protease in
similar positions. The hydroxyethylamine hydrogen
bond network and its position with respect to the protein
main chain is close to identical in the two cases.
Variances in benzyl groups binding probably do not
contribute to the explanation of inhibition constants.
Preliminary calculations show that 200 times higher
inhibition constant for SQ complex in comparison with
SE follows mainly from higher deformation energy for
SQ inhibitor to fit the protease binding pocket.14 P2′
hydrogen bonds vary between SE and SQ complexes.
The carboxy group rotation in the case of SE inhibitor
leads to a loss of one hydrogen bond when compared to
the SQ structure and enables another hydrogen bond
contact of P2′ carboxy oxygen to the terminal amide
oxygen of the inhibitor. It has to be noted that SE and
SQ structures differ significantly in the diffraction limits
of experimental data (3.1 and 1.8 Å, respectively). The
SE inhibitor is modeled in two disordered positions
whereas the SQ molecule was found in one unique
orientation. Lower B factors of P2′ residues in both
structures indicate firm binding of this part of the
molecule and its importance for the affinity of the
inhibitor to the binding site.

The SQ complex structure proves that the hydroxy-
ethylamine isostere prefers its amine in hydrogen
bonding to both catalytic aspartates and thus the
hydroxy group binds between Asp 25 and carbonyl
oxygen of Gly 27. It has been shown in the case of SE
complex that this position of inhibitor hydroxy group
forces a shift of the protease Gly27 O atoms away from
the enzyme dimer axis. The reported structure of the
SQ inhibitor confirms this previous conclusion. The
OGly27-OGly27′ distance of 8.8 Å is less than in the SE
complex (9.6 Å) where the hydroxy oxygen was modeled
on both sides of the active site, and it exceeds the
distances, e.g., in the Saquinavir complex (7.8 Å) or in
unliganded protease structures (in 3PHV 8.3 Å). The
protease chain has to adjust on hydroxyethylamine
isostere binding distinctly from, e.g., the hydroxyethyl-
ene one where the hydroxy group is not forced to bind
between Gly 27 and Asp 25. The presence of a hydroxy
group in the isostere concurrently with another hydro-
gen bond donor can imply inconvenient modification of
the protease conformation.

Conclusion

The structure of the inhibitor Boc-Phe-Ψ[(S)-CH(OH)-
CH2NH]-Phe-Gln-Phe-NH2 (SQ) in complex with HIV-1
protease has been determined at 1.8 Å resolution. The
inhibitor binds to the active site of the enzyme in a
conformation similar to the inhibitor SE.13 The hydroxy-
ethylamine isostere binds to Asp 25, Asp 25′, and Gly
27 preferring the amino group in contacts to the
catalytic aspartates. The number of hydrogen bonds and
relative B factor values of the P2′ Gln side chain support
its significance for high affinity of the inhibitor to the
enzyme.

The structure has been compared with a previously
published complex with Boc-Phe-Ψ[(S)-CH(OH)CH2-
NH]-Phe-Glu-Phe-NH2. These two molecules differ only
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by one atom of the P2′ residue. The comparison yields
the following conclusions: (1) The hydroxyethylamine
isostere binds in its firmly determined position irre-
spectively of the crystallization and experimental condi-
tions. (2) The residue of interest (P2′) differs in its third
torsion angle giving the carboxy and amide groups
diverse sets of hydrogen bonds. The carboxy group in
the P2′ Glu participates in an internal hydrogen bond
to the terminal amide oxygen.

The 200-fold difference in Ki values for these inhibi-
tors can be explained by a suitable conformation for
internal hydrogen bonds in the inhibitor both in solvent
and in a complex with the enzyme.

Experimental Section

The inhibitor was prepared by alkylation of N-terminal
amino group of tripeptide H-Phe-Gln(OBzl)-Phe-NH2 with
(2R,3S)-3-[(tert-butyloxycarbonyl)amino]-1,2-epoxy-4-phenyl-
butane at elevated temperature in a protic solvent followed
by hydrogenolysis of benzyl protecting group. The inhibition
constant was measured for the BRU isolate of HIV-1 protease,
Ki ) 33 nM.2

Native HIV-1 protease in 50 mmol L-1 sodium acetate
buffer, pH 5.6, 1 mmol L-1 EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid from disodium salt), and 0.05% 2-mercaptoethanol at a
concentration of 3 mg mL-1 was inhibited with 4-fold molar
excess of the inhibitor dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide to
concentration of 11 mM.15 Hanging drop vapor diffusion
method was used for crystallization. Crystals were grown with
1 mol L-1 NH4 phosphate, 0.1 mol L-1 Na citrate (Hampton
Research Crystal Screen 11)16 as precipitant, pH 4.5, at 6-8
°C. Detailed crystallization conditions for the series of com-
plexes have been published.17,18

X-ray Data Collection. Platelike crystals with dimensions
approximately 0.3 × 0.3 × 0.1 mm3 were used for X-ray
diffraction data collection at the beamline 5.2 R, synchrotron
source Elettra, Trieste. Two crystals diffracted at 100 K to the
diffraction limit of 1.83 Å. The complex crystallized in space
group P21212 with unit cell parameters a ) 58.1 Å, b ) 86.3
Å, c ) 46.1 Å, R ) â ) γ ) 90°. The data were collected on a
MarResearch image plate 180 mm. Experimental and data
processing details are summarized in Table 3.

A total of 143 images of 1° oscillation angle were processed
and scaled with HKL software package19 and resulted in 20474
experimental structure factor amplitudes.

Structure Solution and Refinement. The starting model
of the protein chains of HIV-1 protease was adopted from an
isomorphous PDB entry12 1HSG (P21212, 2 Å resolution, R )
0.17). The crystallographic residuals dropped after the initial
rigid body refinement to R ) 0.44 and Rfree ) 0.46. The
noncrystallographic symmetry restraints were applied to 64
of 99 amino acid residues of chains A and B in the first cycles
of refinement. The difference electron density maps provided
clear maxima for the inhibitor molecule (Figure 7). The
refinement of individual atomic positions and temperature
factors lead to R ) 0.22 and Rfree ) 0.27. As significant
differences between A and B chains occurred both in the main
chain and side chains conformation, the NCS restraints were
released and further refinement of atomic positions and
individual B factors yielded R ) 0.21 and Rfree ) 0.25. The
localized solvent was built in the model abiding by the
following rules: (a) difference density maximum above 3σ level
present, (b) a hydrogen bond donor/acceptor within bonding
distance, (c) 2Fo - Fc maximum above 1σ level present after
refinement, and (d) water oxygen B factor < 50 after refine-
ment.

In total, 301 water oxygens and five glycerol molecules were
localized in the structure. Bound glycerol is assumed to be a
result of cryoprotectant soaking before flash freezing and
diffraction data collection. The occupancy factor of 101 water
oxygens occupying alternative solvent positions was set to 0.5.
The final cycles of positional and temperature factor refine-
ment resulted in R ) 0.17, Rfree ) 0.21, and Rall ) 0.166 on all
structure factor amplitudes including the test set. The struc-
tural parameters are summarized in Table 3.

Alternative conformations were modeled for 19 amino acid
residues of the protease dimer.

For data manipulation, refinement and model building
computer programs CCP4,20 CNS,21 and O22 were utilized.

The structural data and X-ray structure factors have been
submitted to the Protein Data Bank under access code 1IIQ.
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